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ABSTRACT                              ・
This study was conducted to compare the teaching behav■Ors of low―burnout
and hiЁ=burnOut secondary physica■ education teachers.  Thirty secondary
phySical educatiOn teacheFs fron the southern tier section of New York
State served as sibjects.  Each´teache■ was administered the Maslach
Burnout lnventory (MBI) (Maslach & Jacksoh, 198■)。  A median split
techniquO was used・to cttassify leaCherl as loW~burnout (LB)or hュgh―
buirnout (HD)on the basis of their MBI scores.  using random selёctiOn,
10 LB and 10 HB tOachers were selectёd to r pre nt eachigloup.  Each
teacher was、videctaped‐three times whilё te,ching his/her.regularly l      '
`scheculёo´phySical edutation.c■dsses.  The・Ch fferS' Adaptation of the
Flind6rζ;1 lnteractiOn Analysis Syゞtem (cAFIAS) (Cheffers, ■972)was used
to measure the interaction and behaviOr patterns between the teacher and=
the students.  The data obtained frOn the coding of CAFIAS werq then
transposed onto computer cards for tcomputer ana■ysiso  Mu■tivariate       :
analysis of ,ariance was used to・dёtermine ■gnificant differenCes in
teaching behaviOrs of LB and HB teacherse  Discr■minant´function analy。■S・
identified those CAFIAS variables that Raccounted f6r a,sign■fipan amount
,Of variance between the groupsl  univariate attalysis Of variance was used,
t6 determine on which variables・the groups differёd sigiificintly when
each variable was considerbd by itself, independent of the other oight
variablese  The se■ected l vel of‐Significance was .050  The results of
these tests led to the acceptance of the researCtt hypOthes■s that stateil・
that the′t aching.beiaviOrs of ■ow―burnout secondary・physical.educatio五
teachers will differ significantly_from the teaching behaviOrS Of hitth―
burnout secondary physical_education teacherso  The´LB teachごrs exhibited
_signi-ficantly more praise and acceptance of their studentsr ideas and
actions and "had greater amounts of interactibh with their stud6nt's thanr
I
the HB teachers. The LB teachers exhibited more varied'behaviors tlian
.j
HB teachers. fhe ig teacher:s were'more cfitical of their studentsr ideas
dnd actions and less encouragin$ of their st'udentsr efforts. StudentS in
'LB teacherst classes exhibited.mor"e interpretive behavior than students
in the HB teachersr classds.
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・
・              Teacher burnout is cons■dered by some author■ties to be one of the
‐ヽ、_4
′メレイこ「 ,   most crucia■i p °blems in educatiOn tOday (McGuire, 19795 TruCh,i1980).
・1    .Teachёrs,Itirned_out and confronted w■th unre■i ved work stress, , r9,
■ёaving^the・professsion in increasing numbers (Truch, 1980;,veninga.&サ ・
Spradley, 1981)。 other burned―out teごchers_くremlin‐O ・the job, albeitF      .
メ″f      re■uctantly, COping with burnout by going on ::active retirement"__       '
teiching by simply "going through the motions" (Austin, 1981; Rickenち  :
,、     1980;・veninga t Spradley, ■981)。  One of the ways physica■ educatprざ LO
thrOuLh thё motions is by "throwing outithe ba11。
''
Maslach and Jackson (1981)described burnou, as a Syndrome of
emotiona■ exhuastュon and CyniCiSme  They noted that the buriout lsyndrome′    崎
was.rcharacter■zed oy increased feelings of emotiPn,1 6Xraustion,.the
dёfelopient 01 negative, cynical attitudes abOut Onё's clidn S(ェ.e.,
.         Students), and the tendency to.evaluate・oneself negatively pertiqulhrly   .
I        `
"  with regard to oneis work with clients and one's personal accomplishments.
‐         ,Austin (1981)described the burnout syndrom as・chronic st ess that
i‐t      accumulates without cOrfipensory re■axation.  The results Of this chronic
stress can b, somatiC, psycho■og■cal, or bettaviOral.  Burnout affects
each individual differently resulting in｀a dive sity of symptoms inc■uding       。
 ｀   the fo1lowi,gi  fatiguc ard phySiCal exhaustion, headactte, weight・■SЪS,      1  ′
｀
 ヽ  
・    10Wer Occupational self―est em, going through the motions on the job, and
ノ    
・   leaving the Plヽofession (Trych, 198o3 veninga & Sprad■ey, 198■)。.                 `
 ´            Stress is a ma」or factor in Job burn6utt  The New York State United
//r
ヽ
く
〆 ‐
Teachers OrgaiizatiOn cOnducted a questionnaire suFvey in ■979 in an
attempt‐to determinё the causes of teacher.stress (:]Strこss,::.■980).  The
results indicated that four major causes were evident acrosS al■.situa―
tions of teaching (ieeち, a e, grade leヤel, Schoo■ size, and,sex)。
ManaginL !:diSruptive:! chi■dre五,. incompetent a‐dministrators, imaintaining
self―contr6■ when angry, and overcrowded classroo■S ferO reportёd as tll
major cauSes―of tress among the teachers involved in this surサoyo  These
stressors as we■1_as additional stressors sllch as dealilg W・th commun■ly′
rac■a■ issues, disagree■ng w■th ,he Superv■sor, be■ng the targetiof_
gtideriぜ verbal an‐d physical abuse (単cGuir , 19793 Ricken, 1980), and
.familレ and persOna■ probems (veninga & sprad■ey,■981)cOntribute to
teacher stress and, subsequently, to burnoute  Another factor ■s
■nadeqilate superv■sory feedbごck which may contr■bute o teacher apathy,
complacency, performance decrements and, eventtally, to tea91ier bμrnout
(Ricken, 198o)。 ・Ricken (■98o)percごiヤed supervisiOn as having.a crucial ,・
role in pFeventi■g‐teacher・burnout and asserted that preventing teacher
bllrnout is tle supenvisory challenge of the 1980「st
The potential consequences of teacher bl】r out・are ser■ous.  Fa bδlヽ  ´
and MIliёi女1981)』sserted th4t ぜIσ greatest impact of teacher tturnout
will be on the delivery of educational Serv■ces―■nstruction.  Teachers
who are bllrned out may be critical of the■r students and provide their
students with a minimum of feedback (Sparks .& Hammond; ・19813 veninga &
Spradlёy, 1981).  Little sympathy, praise, encOuragement and reinforcement
of studentsi efforts may be Offered (Farber & Miller3 1981).  Lack or
_■nvo■vemcnt and infrequent student interaction as wel■ as low ed
expectatiOns,for stidents are alSo cominon (FaFbOr & Mi■ler3 1981; Masl ch
& Jacksonb 19813 veninga &″Spradley, 198■).
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Even tliough turnout has become prevalent in educatioh, few
instruments are available to measure burnbut. One instrumeirt designeh to
- a-ssess burnout is,the Maslach Burnout fnvento'ry (!tsI) (Maslach & Jackson.,
fgaf); The MBI contains three subscales that measure :thr6e aspects of
J」
ズ′ギL  ¨ .・:::||::ishili::6niliiX:il:::l:':::::::lliliZi:i:lli:i:: e:iiniletuency
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 夕・Ofithtt feeling and■、le lintdhsilナ・Of the leelin重。
While thёconsequences Of teachごrぢbrnOut are great, little research
●                                                         1
has been done to systematica■ly assess the effects.Of teacher burnout,on
´r`F     :
the teachersi behaviors and thёir interactions with Students。  One means
.       to do this ■s through systematic obServa,ion。  One systematic observation
,eChniquё is calleo interaction analysis.  The F■andersi lnteraction
Analysis,System (FIAS)(F■anders, 1960)has been the most wideiLy used_  ・
interaction analysis system in OduCatibn.  In order to deScribe behavior i
more effectively in physica■ education classes, Cheffers (1972).modificd
FIAS。・ lThiS ■odifiCation, ca■led CAFIAS, expanded FIAS to permit the
t  icoding of verbal and nonverbal behav■Ors, teaching agenc■es, and class
 ｀ structuree  CAFIAS has been used to observe ■nt ractions which take_plaCe
in a｀n entire class and to describe behavior in the physica■ education t
setting (Cheffers & Mancini, 19783 oetty, 19775 1nturrisi, 1979; Ma■cini,・
19743 Reisenweaver, 198o3 stevens・ 1979; Str eter, 198o; van der Mars,
1979).  The DurpOSe Of this investigatiOn was toicOmpare, ugilig a
systematic observation technique, the teaching behaviors of low二burioutr
and high―burnout secondary physical educators。
Scope ofヽProblem
This study was conducted to c9mpare‐the leachintt behav■Ors Of
secondary phys■cal education teachers wb_O exhibited character■stics pf
1     ・ ―
ヽ _
4
■ow―burnout andihi蒼五一burnout.  Thirty secOndary phys.cal education
teachers from the southern tier section of New York State served as
subjects.for this study.
Each teacher was contacted and asked‐ to fill out the Mas■ach Burn ut
lnventory (MBI).  Using the median sb■t tdChnique, the tbachers werp
clabs.fied as e■ther low―burnout or high―lurnout'On thё bas■・9f・the■r
MBI scores.  Ten teaChers from each group Were then・randomly select d f6r
further participation´n the studyo                                   t i
Each subject'was videotaped three times during the 1E81-I982 scliool
year. The three tapes made of each,teach'er were'coded using the Chefferst
-Adaptation^ of Fland.ersr fnteraction Analysis System (CAffAS).
Statement of Problem
This study was conducted to compare'the teaching bdhaviors of low-
burnout and high-burnout secondary physical education teachers.
Major Hypothesis
Th-e teaching behaviors of low-burnout secondary physical education
teabhers will differ.significantly from the teaching behaviors of high-
burnout secondary- physical education teachers.
Asspmptiohs of Study
The following assumptions were,made,relatile to this study:
l. The subject6"were relresent.iirr".of'the population of secondary
physical education t€achers in the southern tier section of New York State.
2:. The. c.o,:tiiig of 'three' physiJal educatio., 
"I".."s using 'CAFIAS was .
appropriate to j'ield valid data on the observed teadhing behaviors for
each teacher.
3". The Maslach.Burnout Inveritory (!tsI) provided valid data on which
to classify the teachers as low:burnout or high-burnout.
? ?
，
ク
4. The teachers were not aware of their classification as low-
, burnout or high-burnout, as measured by the MBI, when their blasses were
1 '' '
il
,,vi'<leotaped.. €. ,
Definition of Terms
ffe iも■■。w.五g terms were operationa■■y. erined・for the'purpos, of
this study:      .                                              ・
1。  Interaction analys■s ■s a1 0bServational technique that records
the frequency of teacher―pupil int persona■ b haviors (Amidon & Hough,
1967)。
2。  Flanders' Interaction Analysis system (FIAS)iS a system designed
to.objective■y analyze the verbal interaCtiOn between teach9rs and pupils
as it‐occurs in the classroom (Amidon & Flanders, 1971).  ‐
3.  Cheffers'´Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System
(CAFIAS)is a validated extenSion of FIAS developed to meaSure verbal and
nonverbal behaviors found predominantly in physical education classes
(Cheffors, Aボ■don, l Rodgers, ■974)(See Appendices c & D).
4.  Secondary phys■cal education teacherメ■s a teacher certified by
the state Of New York to teach physical education in grade leve■ 7
through 12.
5・  Burnout is`a syndrome of emotiOnal exhaustion and cynicism‐ that
occurs frequently among individuals who do itpeople worktt (Maslach &
Jackson, 198I.).
6. Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) i.s an instrument used to assess
the perceived'level of burnout of an individual. There ar_e three sub-
scales in this inventory: dep6rsonalization, emotional exhaustion, and
personal accorirplishment. The three subscales are measured in terms of
two dimensions: freqirency and intensity.
?「
?
7.  HiLh―burnout teaCher ■S an■ndiV■dua■ whOSe sCOres on the s■
x
subscales .of the MBI placed him/her in the top 50th percentile 'of the
subjects who'took the l'1BI'
8.Low-burnoutteacherisanindividualwhoseScoresonthesix
sub.Scales,of the MBI placed himi/her in the bottom lOth percenti'le of
Sribjects who took the I"IBI'
Detimitations of Study
Thefollowingwerethedelimitationsofthis'study:
1. The suujects were secondary physical education teachers froin the
southern fier section of New York State'
2. Each subj""a *"" observed three tirnes while instructing an entire
physical education class
3. CAFIAS was the only instrument used to record"the actual teaching
behaviors.
n. Ttie -Maslach Burnoirt Inventol, .(Mgf ) was the only inst.rment 'used'
in this study to classify teachers as low-burnout or high-burnout;
' '' T.imitations,of Stud-v
The fol-lowing riere the limitations of this study:
l.Thefindingsmayonlybevalid.forsecondaryphysicaleducation
teachersinthesoutherntiersectionofNewYorkState-.
2. The findings related to'teaching behaviors may only be valid ior
comparisonu'henCAFIASisusedastheobservationinstrument.
3. Different tests',to'measure burnout other tlian the Maslach Burnout
Inventory may yield different results'
???
?
?
L mitatiO
Chapter 2
・          ｀  REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The rev■ew of re■ated ■it rature re■,vant to this study is div■ded
■nto four sections:  the use of systematic observation ■n phys■cal.      .
educationb teacherっbuinOut, the・Maslach Burnout lnventory,.and a summary.
■  1   5   '                         .
'The Use of Systematic Observation
・  .       4       in Ph,siCal Education                          .
Pr■or to 1970 few observation systems were ava■ lable to record・
behavュors・in physica■ education c■assese  Cognizざnt Of th ′lack of
systematic observation ■n t uments■n phys■cal education, researchers
sought to fill this vo■d by deve■oping systems to descr■be the teaching
process (Andelson, ■9753 Barrette, 1977; Fishman, 1975; HurwitZ, 19753
Laubach, 1974; Rankェn, ■975; Seidentop & 軍ughley,;■975; T6bey, 1975)0
A group of gradtate students, under the guidance of W. 0. Anderson
of Teachers・Cbl■ege at Columbia Uhiversity (Anderson & Barrette, 1978),
initiated thё ヤideもtape Data Bank Proje9t in 1971。  Under the auspices oF
thiS prOject, videotapes of 83 elementary`and secondary physical education
classes from 60 different schools were. 011ected.  Descriptive―analytic
instruments weFe then utilized to describe the behaviOrs that occurred
dur■ng phys■cal education classes.
Anderson (1975)・analyzed the Data Bank vidbotapes uti■izing the
Occurrence of Physical Activities.  This system is designed to c■assify
the length and occuェェence of observed phys■ca■ ucation activ■ties.
Fishman (1975)developed the Augmentもd Feedback System to・describe teacher
feedbaCk given to students learning motor ski■lso  The maj r categories of
,
8feedback inc■uded form of feedback, directionヽof feedback, time Of feed―
bゴck, intent of fё edback, genera■ referent of feedback, and spec■fi
referent of feedback.  Fishmanis (■975)Sy tem, adaited by TObey (■975),
was used to observe the augIIlented feedback in 8■ e■ementary and s,condary
phys■cal education. lasseso  His resultS revealed that teachers relied
heav■ly on verbal feedback, and｀the major■ty of feedback was directed
toward a s■ngle student rather than the. ntire classo  Feedbackち as
suggested by,Tobey, was of vast impo■,anCe ■n the acqu■■ ion of´mQtor
ski■ls.                                                :
In 1974, Laubach developed the Behav■or of Stud nts´■n Phys■ca
Education (BESTPED)Systen tO monitor the behavior of an individual
student in physical education c■ss   She sought tO identify the lenこth
of time a student was actively invo■ved perform■ng ovement tasks and the
amount of time the student was ■nactive.  us■ng only the time the student
wごs on camera, Laubath found that the student was inactive 53% Of the
tine, performing movement tasks 35% Of the time, and invo■ved in o r
tasks 12% of the time.
Iケ  Hurwitz (1975)designed the Teachersl Role in the Learning Activity
Process (TRI二LASPソ ぜo study inSごrvice teacherse  This systen describёd the
ways in which teacAёrs づrO■idσd｀info.iliation,for students tO use in
choos■ng the class content_and thd manner ■n which tO execute the chosen
contente
ln order to descr■be the manner ■n which a teacher utilized spec■fic
categor■es of the operationa■・procedures found in phys■cal education
classeS, Flow of Teacher Operational Procedures (FOTOP)system was
developed・by Johnson (1975).  The・system.classified the frequency and.
recorded in chionological´order the teacheris use of the opご rational
I
t
Il9
I
tprocedure" .r!""""ury fbr."the function of the class.
I
Barrettb G977) described the occurrence, distribution, and length
I
of teacher b'ehaviors in 40 elementary and secondary physical education
I
cl-asses. folobserve these behaviors the Physical bducation Teachersl
t 
-*h*\Professional[Functions System' (PETPE) was used. Teacher behivi-or was
.t
-1
coded six wals: (a) function, (b) subscript, (c) mode, (d) durationr,
I
-(e) substanc]e, and (f) direction. The majority of instructional time wasI'
spent Uy te"Ln"rs dealing in interactive functions, specifically guiding
I
I
and observin! motor activities.
4'l
S'eidentlp and'Hughley (1975).dbveloped an eight-category system
i,.l'Ll,
designed to lather. data on the teaching behavior of physical education
L,-
teachers. The'O.S.U. 'ieaiher Behivior Rating Scale has been used by a
I
number of 
""L""rchers under the direction, of Seide'ritop at Ohio Statdt
University to train physical education teachers to modify behaviors
(Cramer, 1978; Hutslar, L976; Stewart, tcill).
-l
The pro'cess'of interaction analysis has been used to observe the
I
behaviors thLt occur between the teacher and students. Flandersl
I
"Intei^action l{nalysis System (ffAS), ileveloped by.Flanders (1960), has bden
Ithe interaction analysis system most often cited by educatiohal classroom4'
1
researchers.l FfAS was'deSigned to analyze verbal behaviors in the class-
I
room, by plabing the classroom behaviors into any on'e of 10 categories,
I
with sever, 
"Lt"go"ies concerned with teacher talk, two student talk, and
I
Ithe remainin! category describing silence or confusion. Flanders'(1970)'
I
categorized teacher behavior as either direct or indirect. In utilizing
l
:i:::.belilitriel:|:。:meriCa.・
y recOrdёd eVery 3 SecondS On a tally
were then.transferred toヽa 10 x 10 matr■x and
analyzed.
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Ttie Flanilersr system only analyzes verbal interaction betweeri the
-tdacher.and student. One limitation of FfAS'is thb.t it does not.permit
i1I
. 
the coding'of nonverbal behavior. Bdhavi'or that is nonverbal in natureu
accounts for much of the interaction in the physical education environment.
'i
A. numbei of res'earcheis (Cheffers, 1972; Dougherty, L97L; MancuSo, 1972)
i-
,:irave rirodified FIAS So thai nohvbr6al behaviors common to physical,education
,rfiy 
"U" 
bbaea. Dougirerty .(3972) inseflted',an',extrb. category dealing witlr.
:;
periods 
.of meaningful nonverbal activity. fnterd.cti'on with the entire
‐gioup and interaCtiOn  ■h ttnd v■ualξ・became subdiv■s■ons or teacher talk
categories..
‐    Maicuso、(1972)combined FIAS and the Lovc―Roderick (Love & Roderick,
1971)nざnverbal Categ5ries.  To record verba■ and nOnサerbal interactiori´of
secondary phygica■ education c■asses, a purposeful motori activ■ty anq a
・  nonpurpoFeful activi,y category,were addedo  Mancuso found that stident
, teachers inStructed ill interaction analysis showed significant■y higher
J                 .          ・
legrees of indirect behav■o  than thOse student teachers・not instructed
 ´・ .■n ■nterhCtiOn ana■ys■se
ln order to ieasure both verbal and nonverbal interaction bbtween
i    teacherland students in the physical education setting, Cheffers ・(1972)
developed cheffers; Adaptatioh of Flanders: Interaction Analysis System
(CAFIAs)・。  Thiee ■ajol limitatiois of FIAS were citёd by Cheffers (1972):
1。  It is concerned w■th verbal behav■or only.
2。  It is'concerned w■th the classroom t,acher asithe sOle bOdy
■nvolved in the teaching process.
3・  It iS concerned only W■th classes which are conducted as a whole。
It does not permit th6 coding of classes‐ ■he■ students are working
―■nCiV■dual・y 6r ■n small grOupS・
「  14
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‐By the recordin≧ f bOth verba■and nonverbal behav■ors of both the
teachertand student3 CAFIAS al■owed for a more comp■ete deScrption of
the behavior and interaction patterns Within a physica■ education setting.
CAFIAS・a■so ■dentified var■ous teaching agents and al■owed for greater
diversity in describing student behaviors (see Appendipes C and D).
CAFIAS has been used by researchers to compare the effects of CwO・
different decisIOn―making mode■s (Lydon, 1978; Mancini, 1974, Martihek,
1976; PiranO, 19773 SChempp, 1977, ■9813 viglione, 1977)and to describe
aifferences ■n teachers ■nteractions w■th ■ow―and high―skilled students
(Reisenieaver, 1980し  Streeter, 198o)。 CAFIAS has a■so been uti■ized to
compareithe teaching behav■ors or pre_serv■ce teachers who rece■ved
l  '
instruction and those who receiVed no instruction in CAFIAS (Getty, 19773
Hendrickson, 1975; Rochester, ■976; vOgel, 1976).
A number of studies have been done us■ng CAFIAS as thδins r ment to"
analyzel coaChing behaviors.  Agnew (1977)C6mpared the interaction
patteFnも of females whire teachilg and coざごhing.  B rr (1978)analyzed
the effects of instruction ■n CAFIAS on the coaching behav■ors of
secondary team sport coaches.  A comparison of the interactioi behavior
patternis of males and females coaching womenls basketball'teams was done
by Savitz (■982).
Cheffers and Mancini (1978)used CAFIAS to describe the interactiOn
`ィ
patterns'and teaching behaViOrS^OL.th9_ 3 Videotapes of the videOtape Deta
Ёank PrOject to provide_raw data for deseriptive―analytic research.
Resdlts inciicated minimal diFfeゴδnCёSIbetween male and female
teachers and between erementary and secondary teachers in category usage,
parameters, and interaction patterns.  TCachers' infOrmation―giving and
direction―giving predominated teaching.  The teachers rarely used
■2
questiotting tO elicit studentsi responsese  Little praise and acOeptance
of studentsi ideas and efforts was found.and virtua■ly ho puniShme t and
cOlrectibn of studeitsi behaviors was recordede  student initiated
activity was ttinimal.
A■though matty tresearchers have modified FIAS to use in physica■
education s,ttingS, Others have developed their own interaction analysis
Sy,tems fOr uSe in physical education.  F9r example, Rankin (1975)
'developさd the・Rankin.Interaction Ahalysis・System to measure the verbal
and nonverbal interactions of studёnt_ eachers and the■r students ■n
elementary physical educatェOn classes.
Teacher Burhout
Teacher burhout is considered by some・authoritiOs aS‐ne of the most
cruc■a .prOblems in educati6n toilay (McGuire, 1979; TriCh, 1980).
:
.Teachers, burned二〇ut and coifrottted「ith unrelieved work stress,.‐arё
leavingtthe profession in increasing numbers (Truch, 19803 Veningご &
.Spradley,li1981)。  oぜher burnёd_9ut二eaclieirs:femain On the job, albeit
reluctantly, coplng withiburnout by going on :lactive retirement!:――
teOChlng simply by 'lgoing through thё motionsi'(Austin, 1981, Ricken,
■98o, vёninga & Spradley, 1981).  oie of the ways physica■ educators igo  ,
:'through the motions‖ is by "throwing out the ball.:;
Maslach and Jackson (1981)described burnout as a syndrome of
emotion■l exhaustiOn and cyn■cis t  The key aspects.of the burnou多
syndrome are feelings of being overextended・by oneis work, th  development
of negative or impersonal feelings and attitudёs about onel.s clientS
(i.e., students), and the tendency to eva■uate o e:s job pё'rf rmance
negatiVely.  An indiv■dua■ may exper■ence one aspect of the burnout
syndrome to a greater or less degree than other aspects (ioe。, feeling
negativO toWard students but not emotiona■ly exhaus ed).
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Austin (■98■)described burnout as chronic stress・that accumu■ates
w■thout compensatory re■axation.  The resu■ts of this chron■c stress can
bё man■fested in somatic, psychologiOa■or behav■or ■ prob■ems.  Birnout
affects each indiv■dua■ differently resulting in aヽdiヤers■ty・of symptons
■nc■uding the fO■■ow■ng:  fatigue・ and phys■c ■ exhaustion, headache,
we■ght lpss, ,anxiety, alcoho■ism nd l wered occupational self=esteem
(Truch, 198o5 veninga & Sprad■ey, 1981)。・
Stress is a major factor in job burnouto  The New York State united
Teachers OrgalizatiOn conducted a questionnaire survey in ■979 ("Sibress,‖
1980)in an attempt to determine the causes of teacher stress.  The
re,ultS indicated that,four major‐causes were evident across all situations
of teaching (i.e。, age, grade level, school size, and sex)。  Ma■ging
lldisruptive!' children, incompeteft administrators, maintaining self―control
when angry, and overcroWded class,ooms were reported as major causeS of
stress among the teachers ■nvolved in this survey.  These stressors as
well as additioゴal stressors, such as dealing with cOmmun■ty racial issues3
disagreeing with the supervisor, and being the target of student verbal
and physical abuse, contribute to teacher stress and, subsequently, t。
teacher burnout (McCuire, 1979J Ricken, 198o).  Another factOr is
■nadequate superv■sory feedback which may promote teacher apathy,
complacency, performance decrements and, eventually, teacher burnout
(Ricken, 1980)。  Family and personal problens are also contributory
factors (Veninga & spradley, 198■).
The potential consequences of job burnout are´very serio s for
teachざrs as well as for the students'and the school involved.  Farber and
Mil■ёr (■980)・asserted that the most`.cF■tiCa■impact wi■l be centered on
the de■ivery of educationa■ serviceso  With the realm of physical
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education, burndut can significant■y affect the physica■ educatorls job
performance, resu■ting in behav■ora■ inf■ex■bi■ty, ineffic■ncy, and
infrequent or carё■ess planning or classes (Farber & Millei, 198■;
Sparks & Hammond, ■98■3 veninga,& Spradleyj 198■)。  T acher burnout may
be reflected in physical educatorsi behavior and interactions With their
students.(Maslach & Jackson, 198■; sp r s & HaIIlmondメ 1981.).  Tlucli(1980)
emphasized that teacrers who are suffering frOn the physiological
effects of burnout may.find it difficult to participate w■th the■r
students (iee., play games).  Hendrickson (cited in Trllch, 198o)statedb
::It;s difficult to play kickball with the kids ihen yOu are tired and
slight■y dizzyt'(p. 2).
Burned―out teachers may display impersonal or negative attitudes・
toward students as well as a detached or depersonali2ed munner (Maslach
& Jackson, 198■).  They may be critical of their stude五ts and provide thё
StЧdents with ninipum feedback (Sparks & Hammond, 1981; veninga & Spradley,
1981).  Little sympathy, ・praise, enCouragement, and reinforcement Of '
.:モJuentsl effOlts may be offered (Farber & Miller, 1981).  Lack of
・■nvoivement and infrequent Student lnteraction as well as lowered
ettPeCtati9ns.fOr s、udents areJalso common (Farber & Miller, 1981, Maslach
& Jackson; 1981; veninga & Spradley, 1プ81).                             .
The problem of burnout among phys■cal educators ■s a prOfessiOnal
concern of the American Alliance of Hea■th, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance (AAHPERD)i  This is reflected in recent pub■icatiOns Of AAHPERD:
"A■ternatives to Teacher Burnouti:(AAHPER, 198o), :iCombating Teacher  ・
Burnouli'(AAHPERD, 1981a), "The Teaching/Coaching cha■■enge::(AAHPERD′
1981b), and Managing Teacher Stress and Burnout｀(Sparks & H mmond, 1り81).
While the conseqiences of teacher burnout are serious, little
■ 1
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research has-been undertaken within the re,alm of education to
systemati-cally assess the effects of teacher burnout, especially as it
rdlates to teacher-sdudent inteiactions and student leaining. A'review
of literature on tHe effects of teacher burnout, both in physical
educ'ation and other'academic areas, revealed that research has focused
the burnout syndrome,largely on defining bu.rnout, characterizing 
identifying'the causes (i."., teacher stress), descr:ibing the impact of
!firnout1:,&nd offeiing suggestions 'for remediation (AAHPER, 1980;' AAHPERD,
Ip81a, 1981b; Farber & I,lil1er, 1981; Sparks & Hammond, 1981)
Maslach 
.Burnout Inveniory
Maslach and Jackson (1981) constructed the Maslach Burnout Inventory
(MBI) to measure three aspects of the burnout syndrome: emotional-
e:i:haustion, depersonalization, and personal accomplishment. 
.Utilizing
interview and questionnaire data from burned-out workers and reviewi-ng
numeroui.; estdbli3hed scales on burnout and related concepts, such as
' stress, Maslach and Jackson (1981) constructed the MBI. The MBI, in its
preliminary form, consisted of 47 items ed.ch of which was to be rated on
the two dimensions of frequency and iietensity. This form was adhihistered
to a sample of 60J'people in health and service occupations identified
through previouS reSearch by Mas1h.ch (1976, Lg78) as haviirg a high
potential for burnout. This data were subjected to factor analysis. Ten
factors accounted for 75% of the variance. To reduce the number of items,
four criteria were used. fn order for an item to, be retained, it was
required to meet all four criteria: rra facior loading greater than .40
on only one of the factors-. a large range of subject responses, a
relatively 1ow percentage of subjects checkrng the tneverJ response, and
high item-total correlati-on" (Maslach & Jackson, i98i_, p. 5). Applying
??????
?
■6
???????? criteria to "thel preliminary form, the items in the MBI were reduced
25.
A sample of'42O people were administered'the 2J-item MBI. The two
samples were combined (N = IO25) since factor analysis of the second
samplest dati. yielded results veiy similar to those of the first sample.
Similar 4-factor solutions for both fre.quency and intensity dimensions
were yielded by factor analysis of tHu 25 items on the c.ombined sample.
Three factors--Emotional Exhaustion, Depersonalization'and ' ;
PerSonal Actomplishnent--had eigenvalues greatbr than unity and were
viewed as subscales of the MBI. Maslach and Jackson determined the fourth
factor--fnvolvement--required additional research and was not included
as a subscal'e of the IIBI. Thus, the t"lBf in final form, cohsisted of
three subscales encompassing a total of 22 items which were rated in terms
of the dimensions of frequency and intensity. Nine items *ere contained
in the Bnotional Ilxhaustion subscale, five items in the Depersonalization
subscale, and eight items in the PerSona1 Accomplishment subscale. Not
included in the MBI were the three items associated nith the fourth factor,
Involvement.
Maslach and Jackson obtained adequate reliability coeffiiients"for
internal consistency (ranging from .71 to .90) and tbst-retest reliability
(ranging from.53 to .82). Convergent iralidity of the MBI was provided
for by substantial eviden"u. . nu Unf, as demonstrated by the researchers,
significantly diS.crimLteh- bdrnout'.from other psychological cons.tructs
which may be conforinded with job burnoutrrstsS as job dissatisfaction.
Few researchers have had,the op$ortunity to use the'MBI in their
investigation of teacher burnout since this instrument was only recently
ddveloped. Several researchers (Anddisoir, l-980; Iwanicki & Schwab, 1981;
?????
??
，
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Schwab, 1980) have used the MBf to assess teachersr perceived level of
buinout. T!" relationship between teacher burnout, perceived need
dbficiencies, and selectbd background variables. was investigatbd by
Ahderson (1980). The results of her investigation showed that.emotional
exhaustion was experienced with greater frequenby dnd intensity than
'depbrsonalizaiion. Group rireahs on the intensity dinension of the,three
MBf subscales recoided by the teachers were higher than on the frequeniy
dimension. The relationship among role conflict, role ambiguity, and
teacher burnout was investigated by Schrvab.(1980). He found
significant relationships between role conflict and role ambiguity and
the various subscales of the MBI. An investigation was conducted by
fwanici<i and Schwab (1981) to determine the reliability of the l{Bf wh6n
used to'assess burnout anong teaihers'. When employed with 'teachers.,
factor analysis revealed that'the MBi.asSesses the same three factorS--
dmotional Exhaustion, Depersonalization, and Personal Accomplishmgnt--
as were revealed.in studies using individuals in.other helping profe3sion
'occupations. THese reliabilities were similar .to those obtained by
Maslach and Jackson (198I) for th.e helping professions.
Surun'ary r
Within the last'.selerat hecadds, resedrchbr's,have utilized systematlc
observbtion analysis. techniques to measure the 
-\ehaviors of both teachers
and studehts in the classroom. he Flandersr fnteraction Analysis.system
(FIAS) was developed by Flanders (1960) to describe verbal interaction.
behaviors between teacher and student. FIAS is the interaction analysis
sy'stem, in its oiiginal form or hodified versi-on, that is cj-ted most
frequently by "research6r's. Modified systems of ffAS have b"een used by
Cheffers (1972), Doutthごrty (1971), and MancusO (1972).  Cheffers｀
「
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Adaptatibn of Flandersr' fntdrbction Anilysis System (CAFIdS) describes
verbal-and nonverbal behavior e*hibited by teachers.and stud'ents in a.
phy'sicaI education class setting.
Several researchers have used CAFIAS to describe teaching behavi-ors'
and interaction patterns of both in-service and pre-service teachers
(C'i,gty, Lg77; Hendrickson, 1975; Reisenweaver, 1980; Rochester , 1976;
Streeter., I98O; Voge1, l976).' CAFIAS has also. been utilizdd. as an
instrument to anal-yze coaching behaviors (Agnew, L977; Barr, 1978; Savitz,
1982). 
_CAFIAS was rine system used ih the Videotape Data Bank Project to
I
prolide raw data 
_for descriptive-analytic research (Cheffers & Mancini,「ヽ.
1ュ978).
Author■ties cons■der teacher burnout‐to、be ne of the most cruc■a■
problёms in education today (Truch, 198o)・. Teachers, 9onfronted with
unre■ieved work strdss, are leaving the pr9fession in increasユng numbers
(Truch, 198o3 venilga & Spradley, 1981).  other teachers are coping with
burnout by remaining on th6 job alid simply going through the motions
(Austin, 1981; Ricken, 198o3 veninga & Spradley, ■981)e  The pote■tial
consequences Of job buinout are very serious for・e cherゞ as fdむ thё
students ■ volved as the most cr■t■cal impact of burnout w■ll ゃe cen ered
on the de■iv ry of educational services――instruct on (Farber & Milier,
■981).  TeaCher burnoutimay be reflected in physical educators: behavior
and interactions with‐their students (MaSlach & Jackson,・19813 sp r  &
Hammond, 1981。
Maslach and Jackson (1981)described burnout as a syndrOme Of
emotional exhauStion and cynicism.  Ih an attёinpt tO easure burnout, they
devised the Maξlach Burnout lnventory‐(MBI).  The MBI assesSes the
different aspects of burnout:  emotiOnal etthauStion, depersonalizatiOn,
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;" and Iack of personal accomplishment, which are measured in t6rmS of two
nq! frenrrencv and infensifv- The deorees nf tldimensions: fr quency  i tensity.  gr es of the experienced
f feelings of the variois aspects of the burnout syndrcime can be described'
i
,, 
."- rangirig fiom lbw to moderate to high.
The MBI contains 22 items which are rated in terms of the dimensions
cif frequency and intensity. Maslach and Jackson obtained adeqrrrate
': reliability coefficients for internal consistency (ranging from .71 to r90)
and..test-retest reliability (ranging from .53 
- 
.82). Substantial evidbnce
- 
providdd for the convergent validity of the'MPI.
i, Researchers (Anderson, t98O; Iwanicki & Schwab, f981; Schw?b, 1980)
, 
n"ye used the I'IBf to assess teachersrperceived level of burnout.
. Iwanicki and Sthwab (1981) reported that when the'MBI was employed with
teachers it a'ssessed the same factors--Emotional Exhaustion,
Depersonalization, and' Personal Acccjmplishment--as were revealed in
lstudi'es using individuals in other helping llrofession'occupatibns
(Maslach & Jackson, 198I).
Chapter 3      1                 ・
:      ',                 METH6DS■ND PROCEDURES   ・
1.           In this chapter the popu■ation f om which the siゃjeCtS Were oraWn,
the procedures administered to each group, and the testing instrunents
ょ    =  used to measure bothiinteraction patt‐erns a d low二burnout and high―
′      burnout traits are described.  In additェOn, the establishment.of the
coder;s reliability, methods of data col■ction, an  statistical'
procedureS aiDplied tO the data are explぎinedo  The final section
stulmarizes the methods and procedures used in this investigation.
Selection of Subjects
Thirty secOndarデ・phyS■c l・eduCatiOn teachers from the sOuthern tier.
section―f New York State served as subj,cts fOr this studyo  The
,      subjects lere drattn fr°m three pchool,districts encompassing approximately
,      ■        1                '                             ド
a 15-m■■e radius.  These distr■ct  were s■m■■ar across rac■al and soc■o―
econom■c factorst
ThrOugh the use of an ■nformed consent form, the ■nvestiga or
received each teacherrs permission to parti-cipate in the study (see
App6ndix A). To determine the teachersr degree of burnout the Maslach
Burnout fnventory (MBI) was used (see Appenai-i g). Each teacher,coinpleted
the MBI which was then manually 'scordd. Usifig the median splitrtechnique,
the teaihers were assigned. to eithbr. the 'Iori-burnout (LB) (n = 15) or high-
burnout (HB) (n = t5) group t'ased upcin their delree of burnout. Ten
.teachers were randomly selected fron each df the groups; these teachers
represented the LB and HB groups.-,:
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・        Testing lnstruments
The.instruments used in モhis ■nvestigatibn ■ncludё the MaslachI
Burnout lnventory (MBI) (Maslach & 」ackson, ■98■), and Cheffers'
Adaptation of Flanders: Interaction Ana■ysis system (C FIAS) (Cheffers,
■972) (see Appendice, C and D)。                                .      ,
The MBI, deve■op d by Mas■aCh and Jackson (1981), ャas used t6
determine the teachersi degree of Surnout. .Maslach and Jacksoni          .
COnCeptualized bざr■out as a continu9us, rather than a dichotomous variab■e.
Therefore, burnout may be descr■bed as rattging from low tO moderate to
high levels as Opposed to merely b9ing preSent or abSenゼ。  The MBI is
ompr■sed of three separate subsca■ёs designed to assess key aspects Of
the burnolt Syndrome:  emotional exhaustiori(EE), depersOnaliz■tiOn (DP),`
and Pcrsonal Accomplishment (P4).  Tlie fee■ing of being emOtiOnally
exhausted and overextended by o五eis job is measured by the EE subs℃ale。
The・DP subscale identified negat■ve and impersonal responses toward one;s
clients (1.e., students).  FeO■ings of competence and perceptions of
achievёment in Oneis_job is assessed by the PA Subsda■e。 、Each subscale
.cbnsists Of two dimensions:  Frequencレ (F)and intёnsity (I)。  For:each
subject, six scores are cOmputed:  EE:F, EE:I, DP rF, DP:I,. PA:F; and PA:I.ポ
A high level of burnout is・indicated by hi[h scores On four subscales――′
EE:F, EE:I, DP:F, DP:I――and low scores on two subscales――PA:F and PA:I.
A low level of burnout is indicごted by 10w scOrbs On‐fOur of the sub―
scales――EE:F, EE:I, DP:F, DP:I―ァand high scOres On tw0 0f the subbcales――
PA:F and PA:I.  The MBI cOnta■ns 22 items rdquュr■ g 20 to 30 m■nutes to
comp■eter
Maglごch and Jackson (1981)Obtained adeatthte reliability cOefficients
for interna■ cOnsist?,Cy (rantting froT 071 to 。90)・and test―retest
'    ` 
“
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re■iabi■ty (ranging from .53 tC .82)。 substantia■ evidence was provided
for the convergent`va■idity of thも MBIo  Additionally, Mas■ach and
Jackson dёmonstrated that the MBI sighificant■y discriminated burnOut
from otぼer psycho■ogidal ,onStructs that may be confounded with job burn―
out such as job dissatisfaction。
CAFIAS‐was usedito measure the teaching interaction patterns and｀
behairiors.  CAFIAS is a systen developed primari■ f6r use during
physical activity classes to objectively recOrd both verbal and nonverぢdl
behav■ors exhibited by a teacher and student in a class setting.  It
identifies structure, specific teaching attenCies, percentages of behatiors
eXhibited; aゴd illustrates student response behavior.  Through the use of
CAFIAS, behav■olS Were recorded every 3 SёCOnds or any t■me a change ■n
beiaviOrs Occurred.  Using videotapes, the data col■ected w re code  by
an observer tia■ned n the use of CAFIAS.  CAFIAS was reported to have  l
concurrent validity with the F■andersf lnteraction Ana■ysis System,´
lfo1lowing a blind―rive interpretation mpthod (2 く .05) (C effers, 1972.).
■ l  J
,    
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「 Coder Reliability
In order to determine the retiabiiity of the coder for this
.,
.investigation, t*o videotapes'from the LB teachers and two from the HB
ateachers, fere randoinly selected. Each tb.p'e r+as ioded during two
independbnt obServation sessions by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an expert
coder. 'The top 10 ce1ls were ranked and the Spearman rank-order
correlation was applied to the rankings
Procbdure
Thirty secondary physical education teachers were contacted to
participate in this'study. Each sfibject was provided with a description
of'the study. Upon corisenting to partilipate, each subject was asked to,
………
―
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sign an info卜heごconsent and tO cOmplete・the MBI.  The ihvestigatOr・then、
scored「h8′M,I ia五Pa■lyt          ,  
・  ・          ヽ
Using the median split tёch ique he teachers wёr  assigned on the
basis of thごir MBI scores to either the 10w―burnout (LB) (h = ■5 Or
high…burnout (HB) (n = 15)grOup.  Ten teachers were then random■y
selected to lepresent each group, but they were not aware・of iche■r
designation as LB or:HB.  The ttB grOup lnCluded seven ma■es and` three  _′
femalёs.  The LB group inc■tided five males and five females.  Ther meanγ
age WaS 45 fOr the LB teachers and 38 years for the HB teachers._ The mean
yettrS Of teaching experience was ■9 for the LB teachelヽs and‐16 fOr the HB
teachers.
The 20 teachers, wearing wireless′microphQnes, were.videotaped three
times while teaching an entire physical education classo  A total of 60.  ・
classes were v■d otaped, 30 frOm each group.
=           MethodS of Data Collection
Datai for the analysis were 9ollected from thごthree videotapё● f
every subjecti  The videotapes were coded by an expert coder using.しAFIAS.
Score, were Obtainedl on the MBI Prior to・the videotap■ng.
Scor■ng of Data
The data col■ectёdifrOIIl the coding of CAFIAS by Dr. Victor Ho Mancini
were transposed to computer cards for computer analysis.  ‐The mat i es,
tabulated ratiOs, and the percentages of behav.。r exhibit d were ■n icat d
●
              1
on the computer print―Outsf  The MBI tests were manually stored, yfёlding
frequency and intens■ty scores on the three subscales.
Treatment of Data
To asceitain whether significant differences in teaching behaviors
and interaction patterns existed between LB and HB groups, muftivariate
, -'.-L E
.t
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analysis of variance (MANOVA) was pe.rformed on th'e eight CAFIAS var.iables.
: 
Results from this'procedure weire analyzed by a discriminant function
. analysis to determine the relative contribution of each variable to the
I
between-groupS difference. Througti univariate AN0VA, variables that
.indepen'dently contributed significant between-groups differefices" were
identified. The .05 1eve1 of significance was established for aI1 tests.
Descriptivb data were gathered !y calculating" the mean percentage of
. occurrence of each of the 20 CAFIAS,categories and the most pred6mind,nt.
■nteractionにpatterns for each group.                    _      ,    _
Summary
'  Thirty'secondary phys■cal education teachers from the southern tier
section of New・York State served aS Subjёcts'for this stu`yo  The Maslach
Burnout lnVentory (MBI)was complёted by each subjedt.  Uζing the mざdiln
split technique, teachers were ilaCed‐in low―burnout Or highTburnout
groups on tre bas.s Of the■r corese  Ten teachdrs were random■y・seldcted
.from each of the groups.  on three separate occasions, a v.deotabe
recorder with a wireless micrOphone was used to record each subject
teaching・for an entire class_period.  During the recOrding sesslons thざ
teachers were not aware Of their scores on the MBI.
`         【
Data for statistical analys■s were co lected from the three v■deo―
lapes and weFe codbd_by ai expert cOder ising CAFIASP  CAFIAS faS uSed.
to deScribe verbal and nOnverbal behaviors.and to il■ustrat  teachersi
ヽ
               :
behaviors.  The scores of eich of thete=Eht variables described by CAFIAS
were transposed onto computer cards for coFluteF ana■ys■s.  The MBI was
manua■ly scored, yie■ing frequёncy and intensity sじOres on thё thre
subscales to detёrmine low― or high―burnout traits of the teachers.
Multivariate ana■ysis of variancё was used,tO determine sighifidant
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differences ■  teaching interaction、patterns of low― burnout and high―
burnout teachers.  The CAFIAS var■ab■es that accounted for a sign■ficant
amount of vaFiance between the groups Were determined through"discriminant
functlon analySiS・  4 uniVariate analySis of variance was also performed
on the e■gぃt Vュ「■ables to determine on which variab■
es thergroups・diffёred
significant■y ヤ五も 'each'variab■e w s considered by itsclf, independent説    .
of the other seven variables.  The 。05 1eve1 0f sittnifiCance ttas,         
ふ
established for dll tests.  Descr■ptiVe data were obtained for each CAFIAS
behav■or and interaction patterns were ■dentified。                     '
??‥ ?
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Chapter {
ANALYSIS OF DATA
In this chapter are presented the results from the Maslacli Burnout
*Inventory (MBI) which measured each teachersr degree of burnout. The.
results that were found when comparing the teaching"behaviors and i1te5-
,'action patterns of low-burdout (LB) and high-burnout (ffB) .teachers are-
described. Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr fnteraction Analysis SyStem
-(CAfIAS) wa's used to medsure the behaviors of the teachers and students.
AsSessment of coder reliability for this investigat.i-on and a chapter
. 
sunmary are also included.
Coder Reliability
In order to determine the reiiability of the coder.for this
j-nvestigation, two videotapes from the LB teachers and two tapes from the
HB teachers were randomly sele'cted. Each tape was coded during two
independent observation sessions. the top 10 cells were ranked and the
Spearman rank-order correlation was applied to ihe rankings. Stability
reliabiiity for the CAFIAS coding was established at .95, indiciting that.
the coder, Dr. Victor 
.H. trlancini, was reliable ,
AlaUsiS of Teachs.rs' Level- of Bulnoglq
The means and -standard deviations for the- burirout groups arb
piesented in Table 1. The LB teachersrmean scores were low enough io
categorize them, as a groupr &s havirig i low level of 'burnout on aIL si-x
of th'e'MBf Subscales (Maslirch A Jacksonr.rlg8l). The HB teachersf mean
<j | ' , '
scores were "high.enough to categorizb' the group as'high on four of the
.1
subScaies-.DP:F, IDP:I, PA:F;=PA:f--and at moderate on the subscales EE:F
26
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Taぢ■e ■
Means and standard Dev■ti6ns for the MBI subsca■es.
for Low― and HiЁh―Burnout Teachers
MBI Subscalb        ・
Low-Burnout High-nurnout.'
M SD.M      SD
,  Emotiona■ Exhaustion:
Frequency (EE:F)
Emotional Exhaustibn:
´ Intensity (EE:I)
DepersOnalization:
Frcquency (DP:F)
DeづersOnalizat■on:
Intensity'(DP:I)
lerSOnal Accomplishment:          42。0     4003          3005     3・44'
Frequency (PA:F)
PersOnal Accomplishient:          45.1     4。95 _    3400    15.87        ・
IntenSity (PA:I)             .
9。6    r7。65          28.5     6.52
13。0    ,9.88  ・     38。0     6.29
408     3・9■          14ざ8    4・57
5。0  407■    19。6  4074
贅 J 、
_`ずⅡ 中弓  ― rr―
and EE:I.  However, the■r m an score of 28.5 0n EE:F and, f 3890 on the
EE:I subsca■ごs approachea theLSCOres necessary to be cateLor・zed s′HB.
A score of > 30 0n EE:F and a spore of >40しOn thё EE:I・were n eded・to be
calegor■zed as HB.                                    .
Ana■ysis of Teachers: and Students' Behavi6rs     .
A multivariate analysis of variance (MAliOVA)｀was perfOrmed onlthe
scores‐of the eight CAFIAS vattiables (see Appёndix D)from bot■grOuRs.
to deteriine iF the tёaching behaviors.exhibited by LB teachers and IB
teacherS Were significantly different.  The MANOVAi revea■ed・a signifibanぜ
difference in teachihg behavior between LB and HB teaごhers, F(8,ll)=
75.37, ュ く 005。  Therefore, the research hypothesis which stated that the
teaching・behaviors of ■ow―burnout Secondary physical eduCごtion teachers
w■ll differ sign■ficantly from the teaching behav■ors of high―burnout
secondary phys■ca■ eluCation teachers was accepted.
Discriminant function analysis was lsed to determine the contribuぜiOn
Of.,eCh 9f the eight CAFIAS variables to the significhnt multivariate
between―group differencee  Teacher use of verba■ acceptOilCe and praise.
(TVAP)accounted for 73.77% Of the｀Variability.  Wh9n thiS Was coinb■nel
with sthdent―suLgested pupil verbal initiation (SSPVI) (12.65%)・and
teacher usc of verba■questioning (TVQ) (8」81%), over 95% Of the   ・
var■ability was exp■■nede  The rcsults are shown・■n T ble 2。
A univariate analysis of varianCe (ANOVA)was perfdrmed on each,of ｀
the eight CAFIAS var■ables to determ■n  on which var■ables the groups `
differed sign■fica tly w、en each var■able was cons■dered by itse■f,
.ndependently of the pther seven var■ablёs.  Through un■var■ate ANOVA,
variables that independently contrユbuttu significant between―groups
differences (p く 。05)Were identified.  The results are shown in Table 3.
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tatre z' "
Percentage of Contribution of the Eight CAFIAS'Variables
to the Discriminant Function
variable Percentage
Teacher Use of Verbal Acceptance and Praise (TVAP)
Studeht-Suggested Pupil Verbal Initiation (SSPW)
Teacher Use of terbal Questioning (TVQ)
Tea'cher-Suggested Pupil Verbal Initiation (TSPVI)
Teacher,Use of Nonverbal' Questioriing (TIWQ)
T6achrir.Use of \"onverbal Aicbptance and Praise (TNVAP)
Teacher-suggested Pupil Nonverbal- fnitid.tion .(tSpt'tVl)
.\
StudEnt-Suggested Pupil Nonverbal Iiritiation (SSPNVI)-
73.77
12.65
8.81
■。66 ,
■ell
l.05
。71
325
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?
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・                    」               Tab■e 3「
Means_and_ANOVAIs fOr lh9 LOWT ald High―Burnbut e ch卜rs
On the Eight CAFIAS‐variab■es
Low-Burnout High-BurnoutVariabld - '
MMF
Teacher Use of Verbal
Questioning (TVQ)
Teacher Use of Nonverbal
Questioning (TNVQ)
Ttiacher Use of Verba1
9.84         7.64
Accbptance and praise. (TvAp) 65.43 t3.25 i75.r5., ,
Teacher Use of. Nonverbal*
Acceptance and praise (TNVAP) g2.09 36.76 35.99Jr
Teacher-Suggested Pupil
- Verba] Initiation (TSpVI) 73.gg 73.92 .00
' Tdedher-Suggested pupil
Nonverbal rnitiadion. (tspNvt ) 79.77 6t.zt 3.14
Student-Suggested pupil
verbal-Initiation (sspvl) 9.53 10.92 ..og
Student-Suggested pupil
Nonv'erbat fnitiation (SSptrlvl) Z.+S 4t34 2.73
21.24        28。31
。81
050
→セ く005。
●
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These variab■es were teacher use of verbal acceptance aだd praise・(TV4P)
and teachごi、use of nonverba■ acceptance and praise (TNVAP).  In each
case, the HB teacheゴs exhibited s■gnificant■y ■ess acceptance and prailse
w■th the■r sttdents than the LB teachers.  The HB teachers exhibited more
teacher directiOn and cr■c■sm toward the■students.
The‐differences between the LB teachёrs and.HB teachers on each
CAFIAS category are shown ■n Figure l.  Thbse calculations were based on
34,660 behav■ors in the LB group and‐28,476 behav■ors ■n the HB grOup.
LB・teachers displayed a greater percentage of verbal and nonverbal
/
accept,nce, `praise, qupstioning,卜 and information―giving.  The HB teachers
ёFp■Oyed a greater amount of. erbal and nonverbal=directiOns and cr■tic■sm
than、the■r LB counterpartse  The LB teachers were more var■ed‐■n t ■r
teaching behaviors, both in the manner iri which they presented「ゼ与ё materia■
and gave feedback to the■r stucents・ T  LB teachers were more encouraging
and  upportive Of the■r studentS asvFefleCted by the amount of pra■st.hnd
acceptance.  Thё Hpr、ёac erも
:ご
r■tiCIZ'd the.r students more frequently and
were more restr■ctive ■n the■r behav■ors.
.      ピ  ヽ                                   1
Students taught by~LB teachers gave slightly more′verbal pFedictab ё
responses and displayea a greater amount of nonverbal broゴd interpre atiOnぎ
Of teacher activities.  Students taugttt by HB teachers gave more ゴonverbal
predictable responses and slightly mOre verbal interpretatiOn than ・
students taught by LB teacherst  There was little student initiative in
either groupメ and this behavior occurred less frequёntly than the
previous types of student behaviors.  Both,grOupS exhibited ■arge amounts
of student―to―s udent verbal interaction.
In the Sample・observed, the‐use of sympathetiこ…empa hetic behaviOr
was al輌ost ゴonex■stent.  The LB teachers Only employed this behav■or 30
32
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times (。0009%)whi■e HB teachers expressed sympathy/empathy On■y six tim s
(。0002%).
Th‐ё predom■nant ■nteraction patterns were a■so ■dentified and are
l■1,Strated in Tab■e 4・  Thb dens■ty of obServation ta■■ied revealed not
oi■デ theⅢlmost ぅ卜ёValこnt teachers' and Stざdentsi behaviors but also thel
Sequence of iいOSp behaviOrs.  Extendec_student_tO_student interpretive
iし
,こ1。nsclan[L』le piayinL (8、「lo_8、)was the tominant behaサor patぜ rn fOト
both grOups, occurring 21。0% in LB,teachers! classes・as compar d to,31.5%
in HB teachers' classes.
.     The next highest pattern, exhibited 15.9% Of the ti_me by LB teachers,
was teacher ■nformation―g ving followed by・stu ent interpretive behavior
fO1lowed by further information (5-8ヽ-5); this occurred on■y ・4% Of the
time in the HB teachers' classes.  The HB、teachers profided information
in a different manner.  In the HB teごchersi classes, 6.7% Of the timも
was given to extended informationTgiving (5-5)。n the part.of the.teachert
Thё LB teaCherS spent 4・3% Of their classes providing extended information
to their students.  The differences in the perCentages for these tw6
interaction patterns reflect differences in teachers! methods of impartirig
■nformatidn to students.  LB teachers prov■ded students w■th feedback in
the form of information while the students were actively involved, whereas
the HB teachers tehced tO give lstudents ■nfor■ation while they were
■nactive or pass■ve。
Two other・significant patterns thet differentiated theヽgrOups.w re
the amount of pra■se and acceptancelexhibited by teachers tO the■r  }
students:・interpretive ideas and actionso  ln the LB group, the pattern
of student interpretive response fo1lowed by teacher pra■■lowed by
further student interprёtive response (8ヽ-2-8、)Occurred 9。0% as
35
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Table 4
Summary of Most Frequent Interaction Pat'terns. Anong
.the Top I0 Ce1ls of Physical Ehucation Teachers
in the Low-burnout aird High-burnout'Groups
?
．―
?
?
?
??
?ー
?
?
Low-burnout High■burnout  _
'interaction
Pattdrns
Percent of
0ccurrence
Interaction
Patterns
Percent of
0ccurrence
10-8ヽ
8ヽ―■0
5-8ヽ
ヽ=ヘ
ヽ-5
ヽ-2
5-5
2-5
2ニヘ
ヽ-3
■ ■
10052
10.49
8。90
7。95
6.96
5・66
4・36
3029
3029
2。78
■o-8、
8 -ゝ10
5-5
6-8
8_8
6-8、
ヘ ヘー
8-6
8、-6
8-5
15087
15.6o
6=72
6.34  `
5:28
5009
4・51
3・98
3・50
2.88、
■0-8、  Extended
ヘー 10羊 黙tendel
5-5    Extended
6-8 ´  Teachers'
response.
8-8    Extended
6_8、ヽ  TeacherS:
response.
students r''gane play
studentst game, play
t'
or interpretive
or iriterpretive
drills。  ・
drills.
infoimatiori giving.
directions followed by studentsi predictable, rote
stude tsr' p4edictabfe, roge reSponse.
directions followed'by studentsr interpretive
????
?
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?
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Tab1e 4 (continued)
\8\ Extended studentsr interpretive response--game play; 61' drilIs.
8-6 Studentsr predictable response followed by teachersl
' 
F directions.
\-6 Studentsr interpretive response followed by teachersr
. directions
\-5 Studentst interpretive response fol-Iowed by teachersl
, ': i information-giving.
8t, Teachersr. informaalor,-gir'irtg foffo*ed by students' i-ntbrpretive
respOnse. a
I.r, f t
'ta'R-2 Studentsr interpretive response followed by teachersf praise.v\
2'-5 Teachersr praise.followed by teachersr information giving.
2-\ Teachersr praise followed by studentst interpretive response.
\-3 Studentsr interpretive response follcjwed by teacherst
acceptance of studentsr 'ideas and a'ctions.
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co■paFed to l.2% in the HB group.  The pattern of・・st dent interpretation
fo■owed by teacher acceptance.,fo■■ow d by further student intCrpretation
・      (8ゝ
=3-8
)ヽOccurred.4.2% in the LB group.as cOmpared to 2.4% in the HB  =.
gr6upo  Students in LB teachbrs:・ classes a■so pa ticipated in more
`    r    extended interpretation iof teachers' activitiёs (・8x-8、)than students in
HB teachers' classes3 thit pattern,occurred 8.0%、as comparea t。 4.5% fOr   .
・        the HB teachers' classes。
While student interpretive response or game play (8ヽ_■o_8、)Was thё
most predominant pattern in HB teachёrsi classes, the next highest
pattern was teacher direction―giv■ng fo1lowed by student predictable♭
mechanical response fO1lowed by further teacher‐directions (6-8-6)。  This
pattern occurred ■0% of the time in the HP′ teachersi c■asses as compared.
tO bn■y 3・5% Of the time in the LB teachers' classёs.  This indicated '
that in the・HB・t achers:=classes a greater amount of time was spent on
dr■1■s and activ■ties more mechan■cal than ■nterpretive n nature。 ・ The
perCentagCs for extended student preilietab■e respo ses (8-8)were also       .
_    higher in the HIi teachels' classes than in the LB teachers' classes; this
」      ょうettern occurred.5・3% fOr the HB grotp and 2。2% for the LB group.
Dita analレsiS alsO rtvealed that LBI teachers interぎcted mOre          t
frbquently:with their students tcompared to lth9 HB teachers.  The computer
printout indicatOd 34,600 behavibrs were expressed―`by the LB teachers
and 28,476 behav■ois were expressed by thё HB teachers.
In summary, the results of the MANOVA, ANOVA, and discriminant
functiOn analysis.a■ong with a comparison of the,CAFIAS data fOr teacher
behav■ors and iniLerごct on patterns revea■Od sign■ficant differences ■n
the teaching behaviOrs of the LB and HB.teachers.  This led tO tlie           ,
accepta五ce of the research hypothesis whュch sta ed that・the eaching
i ' "l
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haviors of low-burnout secondary physical education teacherd will- differ
significantly from the teaching behaviors of high-burnout secondary
physical education teachers
Summary
Coder reliability for this study was determineti by selecting two
"" videotaped ctrass sessions of two randbmly selected teachers from each
- 
*"oup subjecting them to two independent .codings. Stability reliabilidy
for the CAfiAS coding was established at .95 which was sufficj-ent''to
indicate that the coder was re1iab1e.
The means arid standard deviations for the MBI subscales for low-
burnout and:high-burnout teachers are given in Table 1. 'The LB teacherst
. 
,"o.". indicated a Jow leve1 of -burnout on.laII six of the MBf subscales.
The HB teachers scored high'on four df the subscales--DP:F, DP:f., PA:F,
PA:I--andi:their scoies on EE:F:and*EE:I; which categorized.-them' as
moderately burned-out, approached the score-s necessary to -be categorized
as HB.
A mu}tivaiiate.analysis of variafice' (t"tltlOVA) was perfbrmed on scores
of'the eight CAFIAS variables to determine if the teaching behaviors of
the LB'and HB teachers were significantly different. The overall
.difference between the LB and HB teachers for all eight CAFIAS variEbles
taken simultaneously was stati-sticaIly significant, F, (8r11). 
= 
75.37,
P < '05'
- A discriminant function analysis (see Table 2) ideniified teacher
use of verbal acceptance and'praise (TVAP), student-suggested pupil v'erba1
initiation (sspvr), and teacher use of.verbal questioning (Tve)
cohtributing over 95% of the between:group variance. A univariate
analysis of variance (.qNOVl) waS performed on each of the eight CAFIAS
39
variables (see Tal5le 3). 0n two of the eight CAFIAS variables, the 
-.
teaching.behaviors of Iow-burnout and-high-burnout-teacher.s-w€r€ found to
be sigriificantly different at the .05 leve1 of significance. Tab1e 3
indicates means and ANOVArs for the low-burnout.and high-burnout teachbrs
on. the eight_CAFIAS variables. The results of these tests and a 
:
corhparison of the CAFfAS data for interaction patt-erns led to the"
acceptance of the research hypothesis.which stated that the teaching
behaviors of low-burnout secondary phySical.education teachers. will differ
significantly from the teaching behaviors of high-burhdut secondary
physical education teachers.
ヽ
         |
Chapter 5
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS
The present study was an initi■l effort to exp■Ore the effects Of
teaCher burnout on teacher behav■ors and interactioFi patterns.  There are
ifew studies wilh VhiCh tO COmpare the Findingso  A■thoμgh teacher burnOut
has become ■ncreas■ngly prevalent, there ■s a laCk Of・ research  tiliz■ng
systematic observation, spec■fically CAFIAS, to assess the ■mpact of
burnout on the aforementioned variablёs   An overview`of statistiCa■
resu■ts associated with this'study and a comparison of those resul,s ■ith
findings of other researchers relative to the effёcts of teacher・burnout
O, teaCher behaviof and job perfbrhance wil■  be presented within this'
chapter.  A summary of those results w■ll also be prov■d d.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)was perfOrmed・o  th9     
′ ・ ｀
scores of the eェght CAFIAS var■ables.  The overall difference between the
」= 'teiching behaviors of the loRTbirnout (LB)anごhigh―burnout (HB)gioups
iwas significantly difFerent, 二,1(8jl■)1= 75。37, 2 く 。050  ThiS‐led to the
aCCPptanc, 0珂 the research lypOtheS■S Which st,ted.that ithe teaChing
b´ehaviors of low―burnout seCondary phyもicett educatiOn teachers will differ
sign■ficantly from the teaching behav■ors of high―bur out se,ondary
physical education teachers.
Fo1lowing the MINOVA, a diScrininant functicin analysis was perf,rmed
to determine the contribution of each of the e■ght cAFIAS variabl s't。   .
the sign■ficant mu■tivar■ate differenceo  The var■ables teacher use of'
verbal acceptance and praise (TvAP), student―suggeSted pupi■ verba
initiation (SSPvI), and teacher use Of verbal questioning (TvQ)were fOund
to account for over 95% Of the variabilttty b9tWeen the two groups (see     ・
40
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Tab1e 2).
A univariatb analysis of'variance (ANOVA) was, performed on the eight
CAFIAS v.ariabLes to determihe on which.variables the.groups differed
significantly irhe4 each variable was considered by itself, independently
' of the other seven variables. The,ANOVAIs revealed significant differences
, on t*wo'of ihe eight variabl.es a,t.05 leve1 of silnificance (see Td:b1q 3).
These variables were teacher use of verbal acceptance and praise (TVAP)
and teacher 'use of nonverbal acceptance and. praise (TNVAP). '
The CAFIAS data revealed a cleardemarcbtion between LB and Hil
teachersr behaviors ?nd interactions with their students (see Eigure.I).
Essentiallyr .aII behavior occumed in the classes of LB and HB"teachers.
More varied behaviors--praise, acceptance, questioning, infoi'mati-on-
giving--weie exhibited by the LB te'achers. Not only did they providb '
their students with more i.nformatioh than HB teachers but used questibns
' to seek clarification of student understanding and to solicit student,
input on subject matter. While game p1ay' predominated, the LB teacher
also encouraged and provided fbr student interpretive behavior.
HB tehchers employed les'S varied behavior whi^ch tend6d to restrict
student behavior by use of directions and criticism. Students.j-n the HB
teachersr classes engaged in more game.play than student in LB.teachersr
classes. However, other than game play, HB tedchers provided less
opportunity for student nonverbal interpretive beh-avior. Students in HB
teacliersr classes' exhibited more nonverbal narrow responses (i.e.,
mechani-cal drills, calisthenics, etc. ).
. 
The teaching behaviors displayed by'the high-burnout. teachers
resdnibled dl6se'teacliing b'ehaviors Cheffers and Mancini (1978) found'to.
be predominant in the Data Bank 
-e.o3u"t. 
In both situations, the emphasis
1..,
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was on information-giving, directing, and predictable student respons'es.
Students engaged in extended skill practice or game play. Teacirers
provided less opportunity for itudent-initiated behavior;
The I0 highest ranking cell frdquencies and their percentage of
. occurrence.for the (LB) and,(UB) groups were determined and yielded
information about the interaction patterns of LB and HB teachers (see
Tibte 4). Not only were the behaviors'of LB and HB' teachers different
' but the sequencing of the behavibrs:--interaction patterns--Yaried'as well.
Extended student-to-student interpretive response and game playing
(\-10-8\) was the dominant pattern for both groups, occuring 21.O% in
' LB teachersr classes compared to 31.5% in HB teachersr classes.
The next highest pattern, exhibited 1-5.9% of the time by LB teachers,
. was teacher information-giving followed by student interpretivU behavior
followed by further informatioir (5-8\-5). In HB t-eachersr classes, the
next pattern was ieacher direction-giving followed by student predictable
' mechanical response fbllowed by further teacher directions (6-8-6).
In HB teacHersr classbsr-teachers gaire information in an extended
)
, ilranner while the students wer'e passive or ihactive. HB teachers of f ered
,'Iittle encouragement and interjected feedba.ck infrequently *cluring studeht
. erformiince.'In-comparisori to tiu,.."" of praise and acceptance by'the LB
teachers, the*HB teachers directei more criticismr'justifying of their
authorityr'and cynical te*ari.s to their studerfts.
The interaction patterns for the HB teachers were very si-milar to
those found by Cheffers and Mancini (1978)'for male and-female secondary
physical educators in the Videotape'Data Bank study. Chdffers and Mancini
determined the pre'dominant interaction patterii was extended student to
student interpreti-ve behavior or game play which was followed. by extended
"43I
a.'
teacher-" information-giving which was fo]-Ior+ed by teacher directions
followed'dy , piedictable studen, t".rorrJe to which the teacher fol-lowed
with further directions (8\-fO-41-5-5-6-8-6). More praise, acceptance,
and genuine 'student initiated activity was seen in the LB teachers t
interactions with their classes. Thes'e patterns were absent" from those 
.
classes in the Data Bank Pi^oject and the HB teachers. These results'are
supported'by Farber and Mil]er (1981) who reportdd the buried-out teacher
may offer little sympathy, praise, encouragement and reinforcement of
studentsr efforts." The findings of this investigation are in concurr'ence'
with the findings of Veninga and Spradldy (1981) and SpArks and Hammond
(1981)i These researchers indicated that burned-out teachers may be
critical of their students and provide the Students with ninii,rum feedback.
Generally, student performance was extended and silently monitorei with-
out the teacher bffering suggestions or encouragement. The teacher
as'sumed the role of the frsilent observer.rr This detachment and di-stancihg
from the activity of the clas5tmay be categorized as rrgoing thrbugh the
motions" (Ricken, 1980; Veninga & Spradley, 1981) or I'throwing out 
-the
baII.r!
Analysis. of the interaction patterris revealed noticeable.-differencdb
in the manner'and the nature of the feed'back provided by-LB and HB
teachers to their students. Generally, LB teachers provided.their
*students with concurrent feedback sor..stud.ents could use this.information
to improve their skills while they continued to pbrforin. LB teachers were
also more responsive to studentst iddas and actions. Significantly more
praise, acceptance, and encouragement rriere'used by LB teachers both duiing
as well as fol-lowing students! efforts. By providing students with praise
in a selective manner aird in concert with student performance, students
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are more like1y to'repeat the reinforced behavior patterns (Brophy, 1981).
This acceptance and recognition of stud.ents t efforts assists teachers in
establishi-ng personal relationships with. their students. These behaviors
were not evident ih HB teachersr intefactions. This concurs with the
findings of Maslach and Jackson (1981) who stated that burned-out teachers
may display impersonal 6r negative attitudes toward students as well as
a dbtached or depersonaliZed manner
LB teachers interacted more frequently hnd wdre. more Siersonally
involved with their Students. LB te'achers were frequently engaged,in
activity or game play with their students.(i.e.', &-3) rather than just
observi-ng student performancer 
.-fn contrast, HB teachers'we'ie less
involved and spent more tirne observing studentsr efforts. These results
are in agreement with what other r6searchers have found rblative td the
effects of teacher burnout on teacherst behavior and interactions with
students (Masldch & Jackson, 1981; Sparks & Hammond, 1981; Truch, 1980).
I
The image of the burned-out teacher, as reflected in the CAFfAS'data,
is simila.r to that portrayed-by other researchers (Austin, fd8f; Faiber &
Miller, 1981; Ricken, 1980; Veninga & Spradley, 198I). Lack of involve-
ment, detachment, infrequent use of encouragement, and coping with burnout
by rrthrowing out the balltt-wer€ aII characteristic of the HR teachers.
Summary
A MANovA was pdrformed on the eight CAFIAS variables.. Signifiiant
differences were found between the teaching interactions with the HB and
LB groups, F, (8,I1) -= 75.37, p < .05.'This led to the acceptance of the
rese'arcli 
**nris'which Stated that the'teaching beha,fiors and inter-
action patterns of low-burnout secondary ptiysic-aI education. teachers w1}l
diffbr significantly from the teaching'behaviors and interacti-on patterns
″   ・                                                                   ・ 45
‐        of high―burnout secondary phys■ca■ education teachers.
・「.            Fo■■owing'MANOVl, discriminant function ana■ysis which revea■ed        _
'・
  .     iteacher us℃もfi v[rial accざpt nte andisra・se, teacher use Of verba■.
l     l .  ueSti:nilg, andiptulent―
'uttgtSted pup・
■ 〒erbal initiation accounted fOr
i  .      over 95% Of the variability betieen the two giOups (see Tab■e 2).
`              Un■var■ate analys■s of var■ance resulted in siEn■fiCant differences     ,J
・  l     oh,two of the_eight CAFIAS variables at the 。05 1eyel of significance
. 
や 、     ・(see Tab■e 3).  These`variableS WerO teacher use Of a,Ceptance and pFaise 、
and teaiher use of nonverbal acceptdnce and. praj-se. In each case, the HB
teachers exhibited significantly less acceptance and praise with their
' students-than the LB teachers. The HB teachers exhibited,more teacher
direction and criticism toward their students
Table { showed the top interaction pattern for both groups was
extended student-to-student interpretive response and game piaying
(\-IO-\): It should -be noted that the results of the interaction
patterns showed differeirces in teachersr methods of imparting inf6rmatioh
to Students. LB teachers provided students with feedbb.ck in the form of
information while the students were actively'involved, whereas the HB
teacher:s tended to give students information'while they were inactive or
passive
The sequence of behaviors record.ed suggests that in"the HB teachersl
classes a greater amount of students I time was spent on drills .and
activities more mechanical than inttirpretive i-n nature. Furtlier reSults
revealed that the amount of praise and acceptance exhibited by teachers
to their studentsr interpretive ideas and actions occurred 9.O% in the LB
teachersrclasses as compared to L.2% in the HB teachersr classes. LB
】        teachers ■nteracted more frequently w■thl th6ir students.
―…… Pr"…
=,中
'・「
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The teaching behaviors.displdyed by the HB teachers tended to
resembl-e those behaviors of,secondary physical educators found by Cheffers
and Manci-ni (1978) in the Data Bank Project. The sequencing of behaviors
'of the HB teachcirs were similar to those found by'Cheffers and Man'ci-ni
(1978) as well-. However, the interaction patterns of the LB teachers
were not congruent with those found'in the Data Bank Project
The results indicated that the LB and HB teachers exhibitUd different'
teacher behaviors and interaction-patterns. 
.The differences revealed'by
CAFIAS were in congruence with those of other researchers relative to the
impact of burnout,on teacher behavior and job performance (Austin, 1981;
Fdrrber & Miller, 1981; Maslach & .Jackson, 1981; McGuire, J)Tgt Ricken,
1980; Sparks'& Hamm6ndr,1981; Truch, 1981; Veninga & Spradley, 1!81).
4・J ・r〆
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCI」S10NS, AND RECOMMENDAT10NS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Surmary
ご  ゛ It Was the purpope of thisi tudy to determ■ne ■f low―burnout`
leCOndary phySiCal edicatiOn teacher,.werO different from high_burnout
S,COndary P≒ys■Cal education teachers whel interacting,w■th the■r
sibidents:  Thirty secOndary phySica■ educ tion teaёhers from the s6uthern
・●  ‐・     `
tiёr section of New York State served・as subjects.
Following completion and scoring of the Maslach Burnout lnventory
(MBI), t｀he median Split technique was used to assign the teachers to ・
eithCr the row_burnout (LB)or hlighttburnout (HB)grOup based on their
leVe= Of burnout.  Tёn s bjects were random■y selected from each・of the
groups; these teachers represented the LB and.HB $roups'.
Data、for analysis were co■■ected fromi three videotapes made Of bach
teacher as they taught for an entire class per■odo The v■d otapes were
thei coded b, an expert cOder using Cheffers1 4daptatiOn′Of Fland rs'
Interaこtion Andlysis System (CAFIAs)to describe the teacher―student
■nteraction ぜaki g place ■n each class.
A'multivariate analysis of variaice (MANOVA)was pprfOrmed tO
determ■ne whetler Sigriificant differences ■n teaching behav■o  and
interaction patterns existed betweё n the two groups.  This ana■ysis found
・significant differences in teachinL・ behaviors eヽtw en the tifo gloups which
led to the acceptance of the research hypothes■s which stated that the
teaching be,aviorS Of low―bu nout secondary phySical education teachers
will diffёr significantly from the teaching behaviorg of high―bur out
47
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se'condary physical educati-on teachers
A dis6rimihant function aiiSlj,sis .u.r""t"U that teacher use of
acceptance and praise (TVAP), teacher use of verbal questioning (fVe), '
and student-suggested pupil verbal initiation (SSpVf) accounted for over
95% of the'between-group variance. Uni.variate analysis of tariance showed.
significant differences on two of the eight CAFIAS variables at the .05
level.of significance. These t'ariables were teacher use of verbal
. 
acceptarice and praise (TVAP) and teacher use of nonverbal acceptance'and
praise (tXVAp). In each case; the HB teachers exhibited less. acceptance
aird praise"toward their students than the LB teabhers. The HB teachers
exhibited more teacher direction and criticism toward their students.
Data analysi-s also revealed that LB'teachers interacted more frequently
with their students compared to the H-B teach6rs. The computer printout
iridicated 341660 behaviors were expressed by the LB teachers, and,281476,
ehaviors were exhibite'd by.the HB teachers.
. Conclusions
The resul-ts of this study led to the followihg conclusions regarding
low-burnout and high-burnout s"econdary physical education teachersl
behaviors:
1. The teaching behaviors of low-burnout.and high-burnout secohdary
physical education teachers differed significantly.
2. The tB teachers exhibited significantly more praise and
acceptance of dheir studentsr ideas and actions (both verbally and :
nonverbally) when inteiacting with' their students than HB_teachers.
3. The'LB ,teachers were founa to have greater interaction with their
student's than HIi teachers
4. The.LB teachers exhibited more varied behaviors than HB teachers.
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5.  The HB teachers were more critica■ of tllごir students' ideas‐and
were less encouraging of theirLstudentsl efforts.
6。  students in the LB teachersi claSbes exhibited more interpretive.
behavior than_students in the HB teachersi c■asses.        、
iRecommendations for Further study
 ´      he f。110w■ng recommenaations were made for further study:
.       1。Conduct a s■m■l r study of phys■cal education teachers at the
写     e■ementary leve■.
f     .  Conduct a slm■lar study of secondary phys■al education teachers
hぜ卜ing the,fall semester 9f the sc1001・y9ar。
3・  Investigate the relationship between role conflict, bpec■fical■y
ti:l expёrienc,d bi thL teacher/こoach, ahdiburnout.
4. Conduct a study on the effects of teacher/coach burnout on
teaching and coaching behaviors.
5. Undertake intervention studies j-n which descriptive-analytic
techniques are used as a feedback tool.
[ppendix A
" 
. INFORMED CONSENT FORM
heSeaibtr'is being,conducled fo desci'ibe and compare the teaching
interaction behavior patterns of those secondary physical education.
instructors whb score'ligh arid th6se who score low on the Maslach Burnout
fnventtiry. tfre resulting information mdy prove useful in lessrining or
eliminating teacher burnout. This may in turn, cause a.change.in the'
teaching,interaction behavior patterns exhibited .in the classroom.
As a subject, you wiII be asked to participate'ih the following
manner? -
I. Filf out the Maslaih Burnout Inventory. This inventory attempts
to neasure lrburnoutr" a syndrome of emotional extraustion and
cynicism that occurs frequently anong members of the helping
professions. (20-30 min. )
2. Permit the researcher to videotape three of your physical
education classes. During this timer, the only thing you will
be asked to do is to wear a small wireless microphone.
It is irnportant for you to know that the information iesulting'in the
study will be kept in strict confidence. To maintain confidentialityr.a
code number will be irsed as identification instead of. your name. The'
faculty and a'dministration will not have access to the results. There'are
no apparent physical or psychological 
-risks involved. in, parti-cipation in
the study. Participation is voluntary and your initial agreenent io
participd,te does not stop you'from discontinuing participation at any
time. rf you wish to know information abbut the resurts from this
research, you can contact me at rthaca Collegel rthacar- New york 14850.
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Appendix A (continued)
If you have any questions pertaining to this 
.study, please feel frle to
. ask.
. 
Please 'ind.icate your decision below. Thank you.
Yes, I voluntarily choose to participate in this study. f have
read the above and I understand its contents.
No, I do not wi'sh to participate in this study.
Signature Date
Nancy Ridosh, Graduate Student
-.Dr..V. H. Mancini, Thesis Advisor
f
Dr. D. ,Wuest, ThesiS Advisor
t.
Appendix B
MASLACH BURNOUT TNVENTORY
, Human Services Survey
Christina Maslach and Susan E. Jabkson
The purpose of this survey is to discover how various persons in the humpn
servi-ces,orhelping professions view their jbbs and'the.people with whom -
they work closely. Because persons in a r+ide variety of oclupations will
answer this survey, it uses the term recipients to refer to the people
'for whom you provide your service, care, treatm6nt, or instruction. When-
answering this survey please think of'these people. as recipients of the
service you provide, even though you may use another term in your work.
0n the foll.owing page there are 22 statements of job-related feelings.
Please iead each statement- carefully and decide if you ever feel this way
"a-bout your job. If you have never had this feeling, write a rrorr (zero)
*in bbth the rrHOI{ OFTEN" and'r!H0W-STR0NC'i columns before the statement.
'If you'.have had thiS feelihg; indicate how often you feel it by writing
.the nurib'er (fr:om l to 6),that beSt describes how irequently you feel that
''way.. Their decide how strong th6 febling' is when you experience it by
nriting.the number (from 1 to 7) that best describes how strongly youfeel it. . Ah example, is'shown below.
DG}IPLE:
HOW OFTEN:01
Never' A few
times
. a year
or less
23
0nce a A few
month times
or a month
less
5'6
A few Every
times day
a week
4
0nce
a
week
HOW STRONG:0     1      2
Nёver  very
mild,
barely
noticeable
4
Moderate
67
Major,
V6ry strong
HOW OFTEN
O-6
HOW STRONG
0-7 Statement:
I feel depressed at work.
ff you never feel depressed at work, you would write the number ilOil (,zero)
on botti Iines. If you rarely'feel depressed at work (a few times a year
or less), you wotild write the number rrlrt on the line under the heiding
trHOI'i OFTEI{.tt rf your fee}ings of depression are fairty strong, but not
as strong as yoir can imagine, you wouLd r+rite -" rrfiir under the ireading rrHQW
STRONG.rr ff your feelings of depression are very rnildr You worild write arrI. ll
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H0WOFTEN: 0 1. 2 3 4 5 '6
' Never A few Once a A few Once A few Every
times month times a tj-mes day
;1""1: r::" a month week a week
H0WSTR0NG: 0 1 2' 3 .4 5 6 7
.o Never' very 'Moderate Ma jor;
" 
' mild, Very strong-/t a , . 
""li::lrr" ,'.
' ら HOW′OFTEN   HOW、STR NO            '
o上6         0-7 ・    statements:
1. 
_ 
I feel'emotibnally drained from rny"work.
2. 
_. 
_ 
f feel used up at the end of the workddy.
"3. 
- 
:- il,*"1"'?:::,::":l:l l";"l""fn:"j:f: morning and
4. 
- 
I can easily uhderstand how my recipients feel
about things.
5.-_ 
-r.:_ I feel I treat some reci.pients as if they wereimpersonal objects
6. Working'with people aII day is really a strain for
me.
7. 
_ 
I deal very effectively with the problems of my
recipients.
8. 
- 
I feel burned out from my work.
9. f'feel Irm positively influencing other p'bbple'slives through my work.
I've become more ca1lous toward.people since I
―
     
一
    t00k thiS jOb.                      ・
―
    
―
    I WOrry that this job is hardening me emotiona■ly.
―
     一――――一      feel very energetic.                     ‐
f feel frustrated by my.job.
I feel Irm working ioo hard on my'job.
f dontt really care what happens to scime recipients.
・`         Working w■th peopleいdirect■y putb tOo much stress
on me.
f'can easily create_ a relaxed atmosphere with my
recipients.
10.
ll.
12.
13・
140
15。
16.
17.
Appendix B (continued)
f feel exhilarated after working closely with my
recipients.
I have accomplished'many worthwhile things in
.this job.
I feel like Irm at the end of my rope.
In my work, I deal with emotional problems tery.
'calmly.
f feel recipients blame me for some of thej-r
problems
54
)
HOW OFTEN   HOW STRONG
O-6         0-7
■8。
■9.
20.
21。
22。
・  .
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Appendix D
EIGHT CAFIAS PARAMETERS USED IN THIS INVESTICAT10N              ・
1.  TeachOr use of VeFbal QueStiOning (TQV)
The veibul queゞtiOning of the.teacher are cOmpared with verbal
lectur.ng behav■Ors.
2。ヽ Teacher USe Of Nonverbal QueStiOning (TNVQ)                      ・
The nonverlal questions of'the teacher are compared w■th nonverbal   '
lectur■ng behavi6rs.
30  =呈oCher use of verbal Acceptance and Praise (TVAP)
The teacheris verbal use of acceptance, praise, encouragement, and
empathy as compared w■th verbal use of directiOn and cr■ticism.
4。  Teacher'Use of Nonverbal Acceitance and Praise (TNVAP)
Thet々eacherts nonverbal use of acceptance, piaise, encouiagement, aⅢd    ・
empathェas compared With nonverbal use of direction and‐criticism.
50  Teacher―Suggested Pupil Verbal lnitiatiOn (TSPVI)              :
The ■nterpretive or evaluative student verbal responses and the'
unettpected Or unpredictab■e verbal student behaviors are compared with
all student verba■ behav■ors.
6.  Teacier―Suggested Pupil Nonverbal lnitiatiOn (TSPNVI)
The interpFetiVe or evaluative′student nOn rbal responses and the
unexpected or unpredictab■e nonverb l student behav10rs are cbmpatted
w■th all student nonverbal behav■ors.
7.  StuCent_suggested Pぃpil Verba■ Initiation (SSPVI)・
The unexpected or unprediごtable, sёlf―init ated student verbal
behav■ors are compared w■th all student verbal behav■ors.
62
`.F
63
Appendix' D (ccintinued)
8.
The unexpected or unpredictable self-initiated.student nonverbal
behaviors are compared with aII student nonverbal behaviors.
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